Software Engineer (Graduate) Israel, Netanya

Additional Location(s) or Information: Location: Netanya
Job Category: Engineer - Software
Level of Experience: Entry Level
Requisition #: S1007072

Why You'll Love Cisco
Everything is converging on the Internet, making networked connections more relevant than ever before in our lives. Our employees' revolutionary ideas impact everything imaginable - from entertainment, retail, healthcare, and education, to public and private sectors, smart cities, smart cars, and everyday devices in our homes. Here, that means you'll take creative ideas from the drawing board to powerful solutions that have real world impact. You'll interface with Cisco leaders, partner with experienced mentors, and develop incredible relationships with colleagues who share your interest in connecting the unconnected. You'll be part a team that cares about its customers, enjoys having fun, and you'll take part in changing the lives of those in our local communities. Come prepared to be inspired.

Team Description
Cisco's SON platform is a cutting-edge distributed system implements sophisticated radio algorithms constantly tuning the cellular networks to optimize their performance.
The SON platform incorporate technologies such as clustered systems, distributed database, RESTful API and data mining

What You'll Do
● Design, develop, troubleshoot and debug software programs for enhancements and new products
● Develop software and tools in support of design, infrastructure and technology platforms, including operating systems, compilers, routers, networks, utilities, databases and Internet-related tools
● Work in best in class sw team, very close to global enterprise cellular suppliers

Qualifications
● Currently pursuing a bachelor’s or master’s degree in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or a related major such as Math,
● Solid understanding of computer science fundamentals and software engineering with an aptitude for learning new technologies
● Strong knowledge of programming and scripting languages
● Possess creative problem solving skills and excellent troubleshooting/debugging skills
● Experience in establishing and sustaining excellent relationships with the extended team
● Excellent verbal and written skills

About Cisco
The Internet of Everything is a phenomenon driving new opportunities for Cisco and it's transforming our customers’ businesses worldwide. We are pioneers and have been since the early days of connectivity. Today, we are building teams that are expanding our technology solutions in the mobile, cloud, security, IT, and big data spaces, including software and consulting services. As Cisco delivers the network that powers the Internet, we are connecting the unconnected. Imagine creating unprecedented disruption. Collaborate with like-minded innovators in a fun and flexible culture that has earned Cisco global recognition as a Great Place To Work. With roughly 10 billion connected things in the world now and over 50 billion estimated in the future, your career has exponential possibilities at Cisco.

#univsoftwarejobs #SupplyChain #Services #Sales #Engineering #STO #IT #SoftwareOps #SoftwareEngineer #ComputerScience #Security @ciscocareers @ciscouniversity

Are you ready to change the World?
Make your mark on the businesses of the future and apply now at https://jobs.cisco.com/job/Netanya-Software-Engineer-%28Graduate%29-Israel%2C-Netanya/326524600/.